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• An intelligent local image enhancer that allows you to improve the contrast of an image. It
analyzes the contrast of the selected area of the image and adjusts the contrast of the entire picture.

• The adaptive contrast feature corrects the image details automatically and produces amazing
results. • A non-destructive tool that won't disturb your photo's original appearance. • Customize the
look of the image and change its color balance, contrast and brightness. • A powerful yet easy to use
application for photographers. • An intuitive and clear-cut interface, which comes with three preview

tabs, a drop-down menu from which you can choose the mode, and distinct properties panels. •
Optimizes both RAW files and JPEG, TIFF, PCX, PCD, BMP and TGA types of image format • A simple-

to-use auto adjustment tool for photographers. • Manually adjust the contrast of your preferred
images. • Take off bad influence from the shadows and highlight areas. • The tool's powerful

features allow you to optimize the image's S/H-contrast, saturate it and brighten it. • Work with RAW
and JPEG, TIFF, PCX, PCD, BMP and TGA types of images. • Adjust the brightness, contrast and color
balance of the output image. • Use up to 5 different adjustment types: global, adaptive, dynamic,
local and polar. • Select the most popular file formats: JPEG, BMP, TIF, TGA, PCX and PCD. • Apply
effects similar to HDR ones to the image. • Add borders around your photos, change the contrast
and brightness. • Use the mouse wheel to zoom in or out your image. • The application is packed
with numerous easy-to-use options. • The help tab gives you an overview of all functions. • Create
awesome eye-catching images quickly and accurately. Special Features: • Highly responsive and

intuitive interface • Adjustment tools for JPEG, BMP, TIF, TGA, PCX and PCD file formats • Background
blur • Picture in picture • Image rotating • Anti-flicker • Adjust image saturation • Apply advanced

settings: exposure compensation, color correction, local and dynamic contrast • Brightness, contrast
and color correction • Adjust image tone • Brighten or darken images • Contrast correction • Hue,

saturation and luminance
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Utilizing data for thousands of images, ContrastMaster is the industry-standard sharpening, color
correction, contrast and photo enhancement tool of choice for professionals. It's a stand-alone

application that doesn't require any plugin and can work with all types of images, including RAW
files. Main features: *Adjust the photo details by changing the contrast, brightness, saturation,

vibrance, curves, color balance, vignette, hue, lightness, shadows and whites *Boost various photo
types in order to show details previously faded out *Correct imperfections and enhance general and
advanced attributes *Create impressive contrast looks and apply effects similar to HDR ones *Auto-
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regulate the global or local effect in 3 styles *Increase the effective luminance and decrease it where
necessary *Supports RAW files and in 16-, 32- and 64-bit color depths *Adjust each photo individually

or use it as a plug-in in various image editors, like Paint Shop Pro, Photo-Paint, PhotoImpact and
IrfanView ContrastMaster is the best out there to boost the details and enhance the general

attributes of your preferred images. Its plug-in module works well as a standalone or plug-in for Paint
Shop Pro, Photo-Paint, PhotoImpact and IrfanView. To buy the most popular photo editor software or

photo editor online, I recommend you to visit our website This video shows how to use the Color
Dodge effect in Lightroom 4. The Color Dodge effect is one of many editing effects in Lightroom. It is

actually made up of three plug-ins. There is a gradient tool which you can use to create a smooth
transition between two colors, an adjustment brush that allows you to adjust individual colors, and a
channel mixer. The editing effects in Lightroom 4 are much easier to use than in previous versions of
Lightroom. Note: this video was done using the free Lightroom test version. The version available to
regular users will not allow you to try out the effects. How to Photoshop: Don't have a band or a solo

song? Learn how to create a one-on-a-page cover design b7e8fdf5c8
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What's New in the?

Even though the digital camera has already proven to be an efficient media for offering a sharp
picture, it may suffer from certain imperfections as well. Although some of these might not be
noticeable or can be easily fixed, others are more difficult to correct. If your camera is capable of
RAW format, the same camera may also have an option of its own to address those imperfections,
but if it doesn’t, then you need to perform the correction with the aid of an application such as
ContrastMaster. Available for PC as well as Mac, this application is built with advanced features in
mind, and it comes with a clean and intuitive interface. You can use it as a standalone utility or use it
as a plug-in for numerous software packages including Paint Shop Pro, Photo-Paint, PhotoImpact and
IrfanView. One of the major concerns many people have with their photos is the contrast. It is what
shows the difference between the dark parts and the light ones, and these images often look fuzzy,
so that a lot of detail can’t be noticed. The latest version of ContrastMaster has been designed to
address these issues and offer the best method to easily correct them without causing certain
imperfections. The contrast mode allows you to improve the overall aspect of any image, no matter
what you are interested in changing. Three modes are available in the software application; global,
dynamic and local. Using any of them will provide you with a different way of improving the contrast,
which often enhances the details, and more importantly, makes the bright and dark areas of the
image stand out from each other more clearly. You can control the contrast levels as you see fit, and
you can also use the local mode that will increase and decrease the contrast levels in a particular
area. It comes with auto mask and layer tool, which helps you erase unwanted effects without
affecting the other parts of the picture. To save the changes, you can use the file format preferences
as well as save the picture in BMP, JPEG or PCX formats. Using the built-in settings, you can also
adjust the highlights and shadows of the image, as well as the saturation and brightness. The
highlights and shadows are especially useful when you want to easily correct the raw image of your
digital camera. This feature will save you tons of time because it will automatically adjust the level of
brightness to make the picture look sharper. The saturation and brightness features are also handy
when you want to improve the overall quality of your image. You can use this tool on virtually
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64bit)
Processor: Intel i5 3.4GHz or AMD equivalent or higher Memory: 4GB RAM Recommended
Requirements: Memory: 6GB RAM Additional Requirements: 4 GB RAM for Toornado
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